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Alleviating Linear Ecological Bias and Optimal Design with Sub-
sample Data
Adam Glynn, Jon Wakefield, Mark S. Handcock, and Thomas S. Richardson
Department of Statistics, University of Washington, Seattle, USA
Summary. In this paper, we illustrate that combining ecological data with subsample data in situations in which
a linear model is appropriate provides three main benefits. First, by including the individual level subsample
data, the biases associated with linear ecological inference can be eliminated. Second, by supplementing the
subsample data with ecological data, the information about parameters will be increased. Third, we can use
readily available ecological data to design optimal subsampling schemes, so as to further increase the information
about parameters. We present an application of this methodology to the classic problem of estimating the effect
of a college degree on wages. We show that combining ecological data with subsample data provides precise
estimates of this value, and that optimal subsampling schemes (conditional on the ecological data) can provide
good precision with only a fraction of the observations.
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Fig. 1. Sources of ecological bias: (a) Group intercepts correlated with covariate group means. (b) Group slopes
correlated with covariate group means.
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3. Motivating Example: The Wage Value of a College Degree
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Fig. 2. Wage histograms for individuals with/without a college degree
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Table 1. The Ecological Data
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Fig. 3. Ecological Regression vs. Within Group Regressions
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4. Estimation with Ecological and Subsample Data
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5. Information Comparisons for the Subsample and Combined Data
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7.1. Simple Random Subsampling
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Fig. 4. Subsampling distributions for
 

in the correlated intercepts model for three estimation approaches: subsample
data based on simple random subsamples (SRS-sub), combined data based on simple random subsamples (SRS-
comb), combined data based on college random subsamples (CRS-comb). The solid horizontal line represents the full
data MLE, and the dashed line represents the ecological estimate.
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 (“improvement” under the combined approach)
based on 1000 simple random subsamples for three different within group subsample sizes: (a) Correlated intercepts
model, (b) Correlated intercepts and slopes model, (c) Within group confounding model
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7.2. Optimal Subsampling Design
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Table 2. Variance ratios for
 
  in the correlated in-
tercepts model based on subsampling distributions
for three estimation approaches: subsample data
based on simple random subsamples (SRS-sub),
combined data based on simple random subsam-
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Fig. 6. Subsampling distributions for
 
 
in the simplified within group confounding model for four estimation approaches:
subsample data based on simple random subsamples (SRS-sub), combined data based on simple random subsamples
(SRS-comb), combined data based on college random subsamples (CRS-comb), combined data based on college
random subsamples with ecological racial proportions (CRERS-comb). The solid horizontal line represents the full data
MLE, and the dashed line represents the ecological estimate.
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Table 3. Variance ratios for
 
  in the simplified within
group confounding model based on four estimation ap-
proaches: subsample data based on simple random
subsamples (SRS-sub), combined data based on sim-
ple random subsamples (SRS-comb), combined data
based on college random subsamples (CRS-comb),
combined data based on college random subsamples
with ecological racial proportions (CRERS-comb).
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Alleviating Linear Ecological Bias and Optimal Design with Subsample Data 23
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